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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging quantitative T2* mapping, which provides information about thrombus composition and
specifically the red blood cell content, may be obtained in the setting of acute ischemic stroke before treatment. This could be useful to
adapt the endovascular strategy. We aimed to analyze the red blood cell content of in vitro thrombi in relation to the thrombus-T2*
relaxation time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-five thrombus analogs of different compositions were scanned with an MR imaging quantitative T2*
mapping sequence. Two radiologists, blinded to thrombus composition, measured the thrombus-T2* relaxation time twice at an interval
of 2 weeks. Quantitative histologic evaluations of red blood cell content were performed. Inter- and intraobserver reproducibility of the
thrombus-T2* relaxation time was assessed by calculating intraclass correlation coefficients. Finally, a Spearman product moment corre-
lation between the thrombus-T2* relaxation time and red blood cell content was performed.

RESULTS: The median thrombus-T2* relaxation time was 78.5 ms (range, 16 –268 ms; interquartile range, 60.5 ms). The median red blood
cell content was 55% (range, 0%–100%; interquartile range, 75%). Inter- and intraobserver reproducibility of the thrombus-T2* relaxation
time was excellent (�0.9). The Spearman rank correlation test found a significant inverse correlation between thrombus-T2* relaxation
time and red blood cell content (� � �0.834, P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: MR imaging quantitative T2* mapping can reliably identify the thrombus red blood cell content in vitro. This fast,
easy-to-use sequence could be implemented in routine practice to predict stroke etiology and adapt devices or techniques for endovas-
cular treatment of acute ischemic stroke.

ABBREVIATIONS: RBC � red blood cell; SVS � susceptibility vessel sign; TT2*RT � thrombus-T2* relaxation time

Sudden occlusion of an intracranial artery by a thrombus rep-

resents the pivotal event in anterior acute ischemic stroke.

Consequently, the primary goal of acute stroke treatment is to

restore perfusion by lysing the thrombus with intravenous throm-

bolysis and/or retrieving the thrombus with mechanical throm-

bectomy.1 The red blood cell (RBC) content may be especially

critical to tailor the endovascular treatment. As demonstrated by

Hashimoto et al,2 the interaction between the stent-retriever

struts and the thrombus is likely dependent on the number of

RBCs in the thrombus.3 Hence a first-line imaging-screening pro-

tocol that can provide the proportion of RBCs in the whole

thrombus would be helpful when planning a treatment strategy.

In this field, the T2* sequence offers acquisition times suited to the

context of emergency acute ischemic stroke. The susceptibility

vessel sign (SVS) on T2* MR imaging is defined by a hypointense

signal, exceeding the diameter of the contralateral artery, located

at the site of the thrombus.4 A positive SVS (SVS�) correlates

with an RBC-dominant thrombus, whereas a lack of SVS (SVS�)

indicates a fibrin-dominant thrombus.3

However, a binary assessment of thrombus composition

(either SVS� or SVS�) may not reflect the complex nature of

thrombi in which different regions may have different content

of RBCs.5-7 Moreover, SVS� can be difficult to determine in
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clinical practice because some thrombi may show a hypointense

signal with a diameter equal to or slightly above that of the con-

tralateral artery. Last, the diagnostic accuracy of the SVS to deter-

mine RBC content varies dramatically among MR imaging ma-

chines.8 Because T2* maps are commonly used to assess the

cardiac and liver iron load in patients with thalassemia,9,10 mea-

suring the thrombus T2* relaxation time (TT2*RT) could provide

quantitative insight into thrombus composition rather than a

qualitative evaluation using the SVS.11 In this study, we aimed to

analyze the RBC content of in vitro thrombi in relation to the

thrombus-T2* relaxation time and to examine the intra- and in-

terobserver agreement of the TT2*RT measurements.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Blood Collection and Thrombus Formation
Detailed methods for blood collection and thrombus formation

were previously published.12 In brief, ovine blood was obtained

from a licensed facility (Ash Stream, Hollymount, Ireland). Seven

different thrombi analog types were created, with 5 replicate

thrombi for each type. To separate the whole-blood constituents,

we performed centrifugation, and coagulation was generally initiated

following the addition of a calcium chloride solution to the blood

components. Erythrocyte, plasma, and white cell content were con-

trolled by volume in the precoagulated solution. Finally, thrombi

were prepared with different ratios of RBCs and fibrin. Clotted ma-

terial was allowed to mature for approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour

at 37°C. Then, thrombi were formed in either a static or dynamic

environment and mixed with citrated plasma, thrombin, or platelets

to promote thrombus retraction. Of note, the thrombus-creation

results show that the environment influences thrombus composi-

tion. Specifically, even with the same initial volume and constituents

of blood, a thrombus created in static conditions had a vastly differ-

ent final histologic composition than the dynamic thrombus. To

simulate realistic blood conditions and

represent the wide range of human

thrombus compositions, we used both

types of environmental conditions to cre-

ate thrombi. They were suspended in a

physiologic serum within an MR imag-

ing–compatible agarose matrix (Fig 1D).

MR Imaging Analysis
Each thrombus was placed in a vial 4 cm
deep and 8 mm wide, filled with physio-
logic serum. The thrombi were fully sub-

merged at the bottom of the vials but were
not embedded in the agarose gel. Thirty-

five different thrombi were scanned si-

multaneously in an MR imaging machine.

Experiments were performed on a 1.5T

MR imaging unit (Magnetom Aera; Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with

a system capable of 50 mT/m-1 maximum

strength and 200 mT-1.s-1 maximum

slew rate. A volume coil was used for exci-

tation, while a head/neck coil composed of

20 receiver channels was used for signal

reception.

A quantitative T2* mapping sequence based on multi-gra-

dient-echo was used with the following imaging parameters:

TR, 442 ms; 12 different TEs: 3.30, 4.72, 6.19, 9.12, 13.08,

17.04, 20.98, 24.92, 28.86, 32.80, 36.74, 40.68 ms; slice thick-

ness, 3 mm; gap between slices, 0.3 mm; FOV, 260 � 260 mm;

flip angle, 20°; matrix, 205 � 256; voxel size, 1.3 � 1.3 � 3

mm3; pass band, 930 Hz; acquisition time, 2 minutes and 32

seconds. We performed a 3D-CISS sequence with the following

parameters: TR, 6.09 ms; TE, 2.81; section thickness, 0.5 mm;

intersection gap, 0 mm; FOV, 190 � 154 mm; flip angle, 62°;

matrix, 320 � 240; voxel size, 0.3 � 0.3 � 0.3; pass band, 300

Hz; acquisition time, 2.49 minutes.

The TT2*RT values were measured after coregistration with

3D-CISS images to visualize the boundaries of the thrombi and

manually select an ROI to include the entire thrombus on an axial

slice. The software automatically provided a mean TT2*RT value

in milliseconds (in the ROI), the SD, and the size of the area in

square millimeters.

After the MR imaging acquisition, the thrombus analogs were

immediately embedded in paraffin for histologic analysis. The

measurements by 2 radiologists (a junior radiologist and an expe-

rienced neuroradiologist) blinded to the histologic composition

of the thrombi were performed in 2 sessions 2 weeks apart to

examine inter- and intraobserver reliability.

Histologic Analysis
Immediately after the MR imaging acquisition, the thrombi

were fixed in a 10% formalin solution. Formalin-fixed speci-

mens were then embedded in paraffin, cut into 7-�m-thick

sections, and stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Two experi-

enced pathologists without knowledge of the laboratory-an-

nounced thrombus composition and the imaging findings per-

FIG 1. A, MR images of 3D-CISS analog thrombi. B, MR images of coregistered T2 mapping and
3D-CISS analog thrombus. Thrombi were manually contoured and analyzed in their largest sur-
face, with the support of multiplanar reconstruction. Thrombi were identified by their localiza-
tion in the matrix to allow comparison with histologic data. C, Macroscopic view of floating
thrombi. D, Matrix of agarose gel with holes filled with physiologic serum. Ar indicates surface; Av,
mean T2* relaxation time; E-T, SD.
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formed the histologic evaluation independently. Discordant

results were re-evaluated and were resolved by consensus. We

identified the different components of the thrombi: fibrin/

platelet aggregations, RBCs, and rarely found white blood cells.

Slides were scanned and analyzed using NDP.view software

(https://ndp-view.software.informer.com/). First, a low-power-

field examination was used to identify pure fibrin clots (�95%

fibrin), pure RBC clots (�95% RBCs), and heterogeneous clots.

Preliminary evidence suggested that 2 pathologists working inde-

pendently could reproducibly evaluate a 10% change in RBC con-

tent. Hence, we devised a simple scaling system (Fig 2) based on a

10% threshold that had a stepwise incremental increase in RBC

content for this semiquantitative analysis. When the thrombus

was heterogeneous, a 2-step procedure was devised. First, the

RBC-dominant areas were evaluated by a semiquantitative anal-

ysis using a lattice composed of 10 � 10 squares at a high-power

field. Second, the proportion of the RBC component was calcu-

lated as the ratio (percentage) of selected dominant RBC areas to

the entire thrombus area. A 10% incremental scale was again

applied.

Statistical Analysis
MR imaging quantitative T2* mapping results are expressed as

median, range, and interquartile range due to the non-normal

distribution. Normality of distributions was assessed using histo-

grams and the Shapiro-Wilk test. Inter- and intraobserver repro-

ducibility of the TT2*RT measurements was assessed by calculat-

ing intraclass correlation coefficients. The intraclass correlation

coefficients were estimated using a 2-way random effects model

(absolute agreement). Intraclass correlation coefficient values of

�0.5, between 0.5 and 0.75, between

0.75 and 0.9, and �0.90 were inter-

preted as poor, moderate, good, and ex-

cellent reproducibility, respectively.13

The mean of the TT2*RT values (4

readings) was used in descriptive and

correlation analyses. The correlation

between TT2*RT values and histologic

RBC content was assessed by calculat-

ing the Spearman rank correlation (�)

coefficient. Ninety-five percent confi-

dence intervals for intraclass correla-

tion coefficients and � values were ob-

tained using bootstrap methods (2000

bootstrap samples). All analyses were

computed using R statistical and

computing software (Version 3.5.1;

http://www.r-project.org/).

RESULTS
A total of 35 thrombi were histologically

processed and analyzed. Inter- and

intraobserver reproducibility of the

TT2*RT measurements was excellent,

with an intraclass correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.915 (95% CI, 0.783– 0.981)

for interobserver reproducibility at the

first session, 0.944 (95% CI, 0.814 –

0.991) for interobserver reproducibility at the second session,

0.977 (95% CI, 0.961– 0.988) for intraobserver reproducibility

of the junior radiologist, and 0.982 (95% CI, 0.967– 0.990) for

intraobserver reproducibility of the senior neuroradiologist.

The median TT2*RT value was 78.5 ms (range, 16 –268 ms;

interquartile range, 60.5 ms). The median TT2*RT SD was 28.5

ms (range, 6 – 84 ms; interquartile range, 25.5 ms). The median

TT2*RT area that reflects the cross-sectional size of the thrombi

was 26 mm2 (range, 17– 67 mm2; interquartile range, 23.3 mm2).

The median RBC content was 55% (range, 0%–100%; interquar-

tile range, 75%).

A strong negative correlation between TT2*RT and RBC con-

tent was found, with a correlation coefficient of �0.834 (95% CI,

�0.659 to �0.915) (Fig 3). For fibrin-dominant thrombi, the

median TT2*RT value was 104.25 ms (range, 63–230 ms; inter-

quartile range, 61.9 ms), whereas for the RBC thrombi, the me-

dian TT2*RT value was 54 ms (range, 20 –150 ms; interquartile

range, 45.9 ms) (Fig 4).

As shown in Fig 3, the scatterplot of RBC content against

TT2*RT revealed an outlier (90% RBC content, TT2*RT of 150

ms) with a substantial interobserver discordance (reader 1:

TT2*RT of 80 � 25 ms; reader 2: TT2*RT of 153 � 163.5 ms),

representing a 63% variation between observers. Histologic

analysis indicated a 90% RBC content with a central area

mostly composed of RBCs. However, a large fibrin-rich halo

surrounded the thrombus. This unusual “2-layered” thrombus

created discordance and misinterpretation due to inconsis-

tently measured areas in either the RBC or fibrin-rich layers

(Fig 1C).

FIG 2. This thrombus consists of RBC (A), fibrin/platelet aggregations (B), and very rare white
bloods cells. The RBC-dominant areas were identified on microscopic examination; then, a green
line was drawn to select each of them. The proportion of the RBC component was calculated as
the ratio of selected dominant-RBC areas to the entire thrombus area (hematoxylin-eosin; orig-
inal magnification, G�20; G�400).
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DISCUSSION
We found an inversely proportional correlation between the

thrombus RBC content measured by histology and the TT2*RT

value using MR imaging with in vitro thrombi. This new and short

MR imaging sequence requires �3 minutes for acquisition and

has excellent intra- and interobserver agreement, providing a re-

liable quantitative biomarker for dominant thrombus composi-

tion detectible in routine clinical practice.

Randomized controlled trials have demonstrated the superiority

of bridging therapy over best medical care for patients with con-

firmed large-vessel occlusion but without providing any information

on thrombus composition.14-18 However, studies on human

thrombi retrieved from patients with anterior acute ischemic stroke

have revealed varying compositions.5,6 Because the 2 major compo-

nents of thrombi are RBC and fibrin, the fibrin proportion is roughly

the inverse of the RBC content5,6,19 (eg, if the RBC content is 20%,

the fibrin content will be around 80%, and conversely). When one

engages a thrombus with a stent retriever or aspiration catheter, op-

timal outcomes are likely best achieved when the entire thrombus

can be retrieved in 1 pass without losing any fragments. A fibrin-rich

thrombus can be difficult to engage and may adhere to the vessel

wall; on the other hand, a weakly orga-

nized RBC-rich thrombus can be prone to

fragmentation.20,21

Thus, MR imaging can offer a quan-

titative approach to measuring throm-

bus composition. The SVS has been

studied in the literature on ischemic

stroke treated by intravenous thrombol-

ysis or endovascular means with end

points defined either in terms of recan-

alization or functional outcome.11,22-25

However, the qualitative evaluation of

the SVS (either � or �) limits its ability

to assess the complex and variable com-

position of thrombi. As previously dem-

onstrated, a linear variation of the RBC/

fibrin ratio is observed in samples of

retrieved thrombi.3,5,6 Furthermore, the

diagnostic accuracy of the SVS to predict

thrombus composition varies according

to the MR imaging machine.8 This vari-

ation seems to be a crucial pitfall for any

extensive use of the SVS in large multi-

center studies. The appearance of the

SVS is related to technical parameters

such as TE, voxel size, and magnetic

field.26 Given these limitations, the SVS

should be read in relation to a precise

T2* map calculated using several TRs

with highly controlled imaging parame-

ters. Indeed, a gradient-echo sequence is

commonly used to identify brain hem-

orrhage, but the parameters of this se-

quence are not optimized for the detec-

tion and characterization of a thrombus.

In this study, we acquired 12 different

echo sequences, from 3.30 to 40.68 ms,

allowing us to precisely measure T2* on tissue with both high and

low T2*.

Hence, a quantitative imaging method might be a useful way of

analyzing thrombus composition more precisely. A study found that

acute intramural hematoma due to cerebral artery dissection could

be determined more accurately on T2* quantification mapping.27

One recent study analyzed the performance of T2* mapping (com-

pared with SVS) to detect thrombi.28 The TT2*RT value has also

been found to be related to the number of attempts to reach success-

ful recanalization after endovascular treatment, but the correlation

between TT2*RT and the histologic composition of the thrombus

has never been analyzed.11 In our study, we used distinct thrombus

analogs varying in composition, ranging from RBC-dominant to fi-

brin-dominant.12 This model of thrombus creation holds promise

for translational research on thrombus composition and permeabil-

ity.29 Using in vitro thrombi provides the opportunity to validate the

capacity of the sequence to predict the proportion of RBCs. Thus, in

vitro thrombi are more relevant than ex vivo thrombi for 2 main

reasons: First, our study required thrombi with a composition rang-

ing from extremely RBC-rich to fibrin-only, corresponding to the

FIG 3. Semiquantitative evaluation (10% steps) of the red blood cell content in the thrombi and
corresponding values of the mean thrombus-T2* relaxation time in milliseconds.
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wide range of thrombi encountered in clinical practice, some of

which can be very difficult to retrieve. In particular, fibrin-rich

thrombi are difficult to remove with traditional stent-retriever meth-

ods; hence, there is a need to predict these types of thrombi. Second,

the use of intravenous thrombolysis before thrombus extraction can

modify the thrombus characteristics. In particular, thrombi retrieved

after substantial chemical and mechanical manipulations are likely to

be vastly dissimilar to the original occlusion.

Our study has several limitations. First, the results of TT2*RT

might depend on the magnetic field homogeneity and susceptibility

differences between the thrombus and the medium surrounding it.

To test the influence of these parameters, one would need to repeat

the measurements with thrombi positioned in different orientations.

This was not done in our study; the thrombi were randomly placed

within their vials. As a consequence, during the MR imaging acqui-

sition, the long axis of the thrombi had multiple directions either in

the direction of the phases or the frequency, just like the blood vessels

in vivo. Moreover, to limit the effect of heterogeneities on images, we

performed a 3D shim before each acquisition, allowing a narrow

water-frequency peak. This adjustment only takes 30 seconds, is fully

compatible with use in routine clinical practice, and allows the ro-

bustness and precision of the T2* value to be substantially improved.

Then, a critical point is that the 1.5T Sie-

mens unit offers the possibility of shorten-

ing or lengthening the interecho intervals.

Thus, in the sequence presented here, we

concentrated the echoes around 30 ms for

optimal accuracy. However, the T2* value

is also dependent on magnetic field

strength, and the next step is to analyze the

inter-MR imaging machine agreement for

this sequence. Last, one can argue that sus-

ceptibility-weighted imaging sequences

could be useful for detecting intracranial

thrombi. This is most likely the case be-

cause these sequences are more sensitive to

the RBC content, but they may not effi-

ciently predict the proportion of RBCs in

the thrombus. Furthermore, because of

the longer TEs, the susceptibility-weighted

imaging requires a longer acquisition

time, which can be detrimental in the con-

text of acute ischemic stroke.

CONCLUSIONS
An MR imaging quantitative T2* map-

ping sequence that records the TT2*RT

can reliably identify the thrombus RBC

content in vitro. TT2*RT values are in-

versely related to the RBC content of

thrombi. This new short MR imaging se-

quence provides a quantitative biomarker

of thrombus composition accessible in

clinical routine. Normalization of the

MR imaging quantitative T2* map-

ping sequence between MR imaging

vendors should be considered in the

future if large multicenter studies aim

to include information on thrombus composition before me-

chanical thrombectomy.
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